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THE TELEPHONE CITY

GENERAL MEETING:
Date: Friday March 20, 2015 Time: 7:30 PM
Where: TB Costain/SC Johnson Community Center - 16 Morrell St.
Brantford, Ont.
Program: CLUB MEMBER CHARLES BRISCO WILL
GIVE A PRESENTATION ABOUT HIS VISIT LAST
YEAR TO HAWAII.

FEBRUARY MEETING PHOTOS - Feb. 20, 2015
(Photos Courtesy of the Gage Family)

Photos: Top right-Andrea L. draws the next door prize winner
Upper middle and lower left: Alabaster and soapstone bears carved by Dan
Monaghan our February speaker. (Lower right)
Upper right - Brooke Gage draws next winner after choosing a rock and mineral calendar.
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CLUB NOTES 2015

THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL

Treasurer: The 2014 books have been examined by the chartered professional accountant. A copy of the audit
was made available for your info at the Feb. meeting by our treasurer Betty Parry.
Field Trips: Watch newsletter for future fieldtrip plans.
Program: Charles Brisco—A Trip to Hawaii—March 20, 2015 at 7:30pm.
N.B. Alan H. has given me a note that he will have labradorite for sale at the March meeting.
The labradorite has been shipped in from Newfoundland /Labrador from a local prospector. The cost is as mined
$10 per pound and slabs are $15-$25 dependant on the flash.
Workshop: Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm only. New grinding wheels have now been
installed so we encourage members to come out and give them a try when making their cabochons. Also if any
member has any ideas on how we can utilize the workshop more ie: jewellery making, information night for
members to just drop in and work on their jewellery projects, trade jewellery making secrets etc. Any ideas can
be presented to any of the executive at any time.
N.B. Rita Apanavivius is possibly adding another lapidary class. Please contact Rita for details at
apanavr@gmail,com or 289-682-7612 (rarely checks voicemail) .
Ernie Edmonds is also planning a silversmithing class on Sundays in the future. Please contact Ernie if interested
at 519-583-9457.
2015 Show: Our Show Chair, Kim LeBlanc, is continuing setting up the 2015 show. So far most of last years vendors have signed on for 2015. 2015 will be Kim’s last year as Show Chair. So we need a club member to step forward and fill the position for the 2016 show. There is a binder and a show dedicated laptop to help with the transition. Also Kim would be happy to discuss/mentor any member interested in being the 2016 Show Chair. Sign up
sheets for silent auction, door admission, mining adventure, membership table and security have been posted at
meetings. Please contact Kim LeBlanc if you want your name added.
We have numerous showcases at the workshop available for a display at our show. This years theme is “The Elements of the Periodic Table”. You can see what minerals apply on the internet.
N.B. Carrie Gage is requesting baked goods for the member/vendor coffee room during the Apr. 10 setup and
during the show on April 11&12. Please phone Carrie at 519-758-8426 to tell what you are planning to bring.
CCFMS: Check Website for updates— http://www.ccfms.ca
Library: We will offering books for auction at future meetings and our show in April. A new book on fluorescent
minerals has been added to the library. Our librarian has purchased a new book for the library on fluorescent
minerals—The World of Fluorescent Minerals by Stuart Schneider.

Winners of the Feb. amethyst and calendar door prizes were Rita A., Brooke Gage, Andrea l., John Moons,
Sherill Allard and Roger C. Attendance at the meeting were 28 members and 2 guests.

N.B. WE HAVE A FEW INCORRECT CONTACT POINTS FOR SOME MEMBERS IN OUR CLUB. I
WILL HAVE A SHEET AT OUR NEXT MEETING TO GET A LISTING. PLEASE SIGN THE LIST TO
ENSURE YOU GET A NEWSLETTER AND ALLOW THE EXEC TO CONTACT YOU IN THE FUTURE
EVENTS. IF YOU HAVE RENEWED YOUR MEMBERSHIP AND HAVE RECEIVED A NEWSLETTER
LATELY PLEASE CONTACT ME PER LIST ON BACK PAGE. ROGER C.
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2015 GEM AND MINERAL SHOWS AND EVENTS
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THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL

The Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society presents the 43nd Annual Gem and Mineral Show
Paris Fairgrounds, 139 Silver Street, Paris, Ontario, N3L 1V5.
Admission: Adult - $5.00, 12 years & younger - Free.
Dealers, Demonstrations, Exhibits, Mine for Gems Display, Silent Auction Saturday & Sunday Visit
the Website: http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/gemandmineralshow.htm
30th Salon des Pierres, Mineraux et Fossiles de Montreal
Center Pierre-Charbonneau 3000 Viau St. (Viau Metro), Montreal, Quebec.
Admission: $8, children 6-12, $4
Contact: 514-353-0101 Website: http://www.salonminerauxmtl.com/
Rochester Mineralogical Symposium
Radisson Hotel Rochester Airport at 175 Jefferson Road Rochester, NY 14623
Toronto Gem & Mineral Show 24th Spring Show
Friday 4-9pm. Sat- 10-7pm. Sunday 10-5 pm.
Civitan Arena. 1030 Don Mills Road, Toronto.
Commercial Gem and Mineral Show with lots of mineral, gem andother dealers. For more details go
Canadian Micro Mineral Association 52nd Symposium
Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario. Website: http://canadianmicrominerals.ca/
The Kitchener-Waterloo Gem and Mineral Show
Waterloo Community Arts Centre (aka the "button factory"), 25 Regina St. S., Waterloo 10 AM - 4
PM. Free Admission Rocks, minerals, gemstones, jewelry, fossils, meteorites.
Contact: kwgemandmineralclub@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.calaverite.com/kwgmc/
Niagara Peninsula Geological Society - 49th Gem, Mineral, and Fossil Show and Sale
Heartland Forest, 8215 Heartland Forest Rd, Niagara Falls, Ontario Website: http://www.ccfms.ca/

May 1 to 3, 2015 Annual Spring Open House & Demonstration Weekend at Robert Hall Originals
138 Sugar Maple Road, St. George, Ontario N0E 1N0 Phone: 519-448-1236, 1-800-360-2813
Website: www.roberthalloriginals.com, Email: inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com
Event Hours: Friday & Saturday: 10 am to 5 pm, Sunday: 11 am to 4 pm — Free Weekend of Fun… Rocks,
minerals, gems, beads, demonstrations & more!
Explore Outdoor Rock Piles! Daily Sale Specials! Free Coffee & Treats!
Giant Jewellery Yard Sale at Robert Hall Originals
Friday, July 24 & Saturday, July 25, 2015 Event Hours: 10 am to 5 pm
Take a trip down memory lane as you peruse 1000’s of Jewellery Pieces priced to sell! Vintage, Costume,
Plastic, Metal, Handmade, Over Runs, 60’s to 80’s, One-of-a-Kind. Earrings, Pendants, Fun Rings, Brooches,
Bracelets, Chains, Scarf Clips, Shoe Clips.

MORE TIPS: To keep specimens from scratching the glass or wood they sit on, place three dots of silicone caulking
on the bottom, and place on wax paper to cure for a day. This produces a nice rubber-like cushion that protects the
shelf and the specimen.
Shoelaces coated with polish or grit can be used for carving.
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EPOXY 330 VERSUS CRAZY GLUE

Both are used in the lapidary shop.

Epoxy 330 is used to glue two flat surfaces together. It can be used to glue a backing onto a thin slab so that it’s thick
enough to work with. It is also used when making triplets. It comes with two tubes that must be mixed together. Epoxy
330 will dry clear. If you want an amber shade, use Epoxy 220.
Put the two pieces of rock to be glued together, as well as both tubes of 330, in a dop pot to warm. This will cause the
liquid in the tubes to become runny. After the 330 has warmed, put an equal number of drops from each tube onto a
plastic bag. Mix them together with a small metal or plastic rod (l use a piece of an old CB radio antenna). The more
you mix the two parts of the glue together, the faster it will set up. Let it sit for a few second to allow the bubbles to
come to the top of the mixture. Clear bubbles away. Then spread mixture between the two rocks and squeeze them
together. The 330 will start to harden so the job must be completed within 5 minutes. Within an hour the glue should
be hard enough so that touching the glue will not leave fingerprints. All epoxies should be left for at least 24 hours to
achieve full strength.
If you mix the 330 with a non-porous rod, the unset glue will wipe off the rod using alcohol on a paper towel. You may
also use alcohol on a paper towel to remove excess glue from whatever you glued together if you do it within an hour of
mixing the glue. Rubbing alcohol will work; however, I usually use the alcohol from a source with a higher percentage
of alcohol, which works better. The longer you wait, there will be less chance of disturbing the glue joint, but the
harder it will be to remove the glue.
You can use Epoxy 330 to fill cracks in slabs or cabs that you intend to polish, but super glue or crazy glue usually
works better because: 1) Epoxy 330 doesn’t get sucked into the crack the way super glue does; and 2) When using the
polishing wheel, the Epoxy 330 will heat up and polish will be absorbed into it more so than super glue.
Crazy Glue is used to fill cracks, pits, or depressions in slabs and cabochons before shaping, grinding, and polishing
them. After Crazy Glue has hardened, it will not be affected by heat at the polishing wheels, as much as Epoxy 330 can
be. (From Rockhound Rumblings, Williamette Agate & Mineral Society, November 2012; via Calgary Lapidary
Journal, Calgary Rock & Lapidary Club, December 2012. )

President’s Message
A few things have happened since I wrote the last message. We have found somebody who is willing to take
over the organization of our show for 2016 from Kim LeBlanc. We had to find another speaker for our March
meeting. Jeffrey Shallit got very sick this week (today is March 8). Charles Brisco is willing to tell us about
his visit to Hawaii. Charles is very knowledgeable about geology and it should be an interesting presentation.
Thank you, Charles, for doing this for us on short notice.
We have had the club house open now three Sundays in a row and nobody showed up. We will now look for
another day or time to see if the members are interested in coming out. We will keep you informed.
I would like to encourage all the members to sign up for the various jobs we have at our show in April. Only
with the help of everyone can we make the show a success. President John Moons
If you are interested in fluorescent minerals then this is a book you want to
have. The book explains what fluorescence is and how you can observe it.
Title:
Collecting Fluorescent
It deals with lamps and wavelengths that make fluorescence visible. It
Minerals. Second Edition.
writes about the city of Franklin, New Jersey with the two mines, the Sterling Hill and Franklin, where an incredible number of fluorescent minerals
ISBN number: 978-0-7643-3619-5
have been found. The book has a long list of minerals and the colours you
see under short or long wave light. You can read which fluorescent materiAuthor:
Stuart Schneider
als have been found at Mont Saint-Hilaire in Quebec. Greenland is menPublisher:
Schiffer Publishing Ltd. tioned too. The book gives a good description of a number of fluorescent
minerals. The main part of the book is the section with 870 colour pictures.
Year published: 2010
They show the stones in daylight and under short wave or long wave light.
There is a description of each stone with dimensions and estimated value. I
Price:
I paid $30 for it. This is find the pictures incredible. You can spend a long time looking at and
the going price.
reading about all those stones. I think it is a great book. There is a second
book in the same series with different pictures.
Book Review
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Minerals of the Month: Elements From the Periodic Table

(A Few Examples)

Listed below are some of the minerals that you might use in a display for our show.
Sodium( Na): Salt - The sodium compounds that are the most important include table
salt (NaCl), soda ash (Na2CO3), baking soda (NaHCO3).

Calcium (Ca) : Calcite -Calcium derives its name from the Latin 'calcis' which was the word for
lime (calcium oxide, CaO) and limestone (calcium carbonate, CaCO 3).

Iron (Fe) - Iron is a chemical element with symbol Fe (from Latin: ferrum) and atomic number 26.
Copper (Cu) - Copper is a chemical element with symbol Cu (from Latin: cuprum) and atomic number 29. It is aductile metal with very high thermal and electrical conductivity.

Carbon - Carbon (from Latin: carbo "coal") is a chemical element with symbol C and atomic number 6. As a member of group 14 on the periodic table, it is nonmetallic and tetravalent—making four
electrons available to form covalent chemical bonds. There are several allotropes of carbon of which
the best known are graphite, diamond, and amorphous carbon.

Fluorine (F): Fluorite –Among the elements, fluorine ranks 24th in universal abundance and 13th
in terrestrial abundance. Fluorite, the primary mineral source of fluorine, was first described in
1529; as it was added to metal ores to lower their melting points for smelting.

Sulphur - A chemical element with symbol S and atomic number 16. It is an abundant, multivalent non-metal. Under normal conditions, sulfur atoms form cyclic octatomic molecules with chemical formula S 8. Elemental sulfur is a
bright yellow crystalline solid when at room temperature.

Silver (Ag) - The metal occurs naturally in its pure, free form (native silver), as
an alloy with gold and other metals, and in minerals such as argentite and chlorargyrite. Most
silver is produced as a byproduct of copper, gold, lead, and zinc refining.

Strontium (Sr) Celestite (SrSO4) is a mineral consisting of strontium sulfate. The mineral is
named for its occasional delicate blue color. Celestine is the principal source of the element strontium, commonly used
in fireworks and in various metal alloys. (Info & photos from Wikipedia)
Gold Trivia
Gold is one of the most recycled substances of all. It’s quite possible that the gold contained in the
first nuggets found over 6,000 years ago still exist today, melted and recast into a contemporary
piece of jewellery or as the filling in your teeth.
Worldwide, wedding rings are probably the single biggest gold jewellery item. One of the traditions of the wedding ring on the third finger, left hand, is found in ancient Egyptians writings that
describe the third finger as being connected by an artery to the heart. The innermost coffin of the three used to bury the
young Egyptian Pharaoh Tutankhamen is probably the biggest gold object to have survived from antiquity. Uncovered in
1922, it represents 2,448 pounds of 22 karat gold, decorated inside and out.
In the western world, the proportion of gold is expressed in karats, using a scale of 24 karats as being 100% pure gold. If a
piece of jewelry is made of 18 karat gold, it is 18 parts gold and 6 pats other metal, usually silver or copper. Gold is one of
the most ductile and malleable of all metals. One ounce can be stretched into a wire five miles long or in a sheet so thin it
covers 100 square feet. Gold has extremely low resistance to electric current and won't corrode or tarnish. A touch-tone
telephone has 33 gold contacts.
Source: Hy-Grader 1/05, via Pueblo Rockhounds 5/06, via Rockhound Ramblings 7/06.
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You might have seen carvings in certain shops in Ontario for example at “Thousand Villages”. We recently purchased two such pieces
of art in New Hamburg and I was curious what the stone actually is.
Here is a brief description of the stone and how the carvings are prepared. This is in conjunction with our discussions about soapstone
with Dan Monaghan at the February meeting.
SOAPSTONE BACKGROUND.
The Soapstone is a metamorphic rock consisting mostly of the mineral talc. Sometimes known as steatite, it's very
soft and frequently used for sculpting. Kenyan soapstone or "kisii" is found only in the Tabaka Hills of Western
Kenya, a few kilometers southwest of Kisii town. A soft and easily worked stone, it comes in a variety of colors
ranging from cream and lavender to black.
Regardless of the lack of old tradition in the art, the artistic products of the stone carvers have become one of the
stock-in-trades of Kenya's tourist-inclined curio market, which throws up anything from diminutive pink and
blue elephants and extravagant egg-shaped globes to bowls and vases painted with abstract one-off motifs - real
and beautiful works of art.
When they mine the soapstone they essentially dig a big pit in the ground (maybe 50-75 feet in diameter) using
picks and shovels. The earth isn't gouged by heavy machinery.
MINING.
This is the process of extracting the raw material for carving from the quarry. The activity is mostly carried out
by men. Mining the stone is all done by hand using hammers, picks and chisels. The
miners then sort the appropriate quality of stone for carving. Not all materials
mined are used for carving. Some may be used to make chalk powder etc.
CARVING
Is done entirely by hand with machetes, adzes, knives, chisels and files among other
tools. The implements used are often improvised locally from recycled metals for
suitability. Quite often, this is done by men. The quarry where mining is done is located around Tabaka region which is about 3km from our premise. Soapstone carving is the major economic activity in this area. The practice of carving requires semi-skilled labour. The upcoming generation learns their expertise by observing keenly while the carving takes place.It requires a high degree of
attention in order to familiarize oneself with the carving process. Carving, just like other areas of work, needs
specialization. For instance human sculpture experts may not know how to carve animals and vice-versa. The
trend goes on for the other items.
SANDING
This is a process that involves washing the already carved items using sand paper. The exercise is mostly done by
women. Sometimes it can be done by men. This is normally carried out to smoothen the carved items. Usually, up
to six sandpapers are used on one item beginning from the rough to smooth sandpaper.
DECORATION
Depending on the design, a piece can be left “natural”, exhibiting the colours of the stone itself, or it can be decorated. The first process involves application of colour and this depends
on the taste and item involved. At this stage, some items are now ready for the next process.
Others like bowls and flower vessel may need sketching and incision.
POLISHING
If you want a finished soapstone work to shine, it must be properly treated and polished using
the right kind of oil and the proper techniques. Polishing your soapstone will give it a professional-looking finish and help bring out the subtle features, natural colors and shapes within
the stone. Wax is finally applied to the finished piece. Because of the quality of the stone, and the attention to
sanding, the final product has a very unique and intense shine. Then the products are ready for market. ( Info
from the Internet)
• Tip using Dental Floss: When testing the fit of a stone in the bezel, it’s all too easy to get it stuck. If tapping the
finding or opening up the bezel a bit with a knife blade doesn’t dislodge it, you might have to drill a small hole in the
bottom and push it out with a needle. To avoid all this frustration, lay a piece of dental floss over the top of the bezel
before you seat the stone. Then just pull on the string to remove the stone. (Bench tips by Brad Smith Gem Cutters
Guild)
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YOUR (2015) EXECUTIVE:
PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS

519-752-9756

campbell.moons@silomail.com

VICE PRESIDENT: BOB PARRY

519-448-1236

robert@roberthalloriginals.com

TREASURER: BETTY PARRY

519-448-1236

betty@roberthalloriginals.com

SECRETARY: JOAN CAMPBELL

519-752-9756

campbell.moons@silomail.com

SHOW CHAIR 2014-15: KIM LEBLANC

519-442-7372

marcell@execulink.com

SHOW CHAIR 2016: Please consider standing for this extremely important position as it is the clubs main fund raiser.
NEWSLETTER EDITOR: ROGER CAMPBELL

519-442-6542

roger.camp@sympatico.ca

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE

519-758-8426

darren_gage@hotmail.com

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY

519-725-4678

kllahay@rogers.com

CCFMS REP.: BABS KISIEL-PENNELL

519-751-3247

basia10p@hotmail.com

LIBRARIAN: ROGER CAMPBELL

519-442-6542

roger.camp@sympatico.ca

PROGRAM:

WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : ROBERT WHITING 905-627-1082

whiting1082@gmail.com

BUILDING WORKSHOP ADMIN.: TERRY FRIZZELL

CLEANING HINTS—AMETHYST & QUARTZ CRYSTALS
Mechanical Cleaning: 1) Brush to remove sand and mud, while specimen is dry. 2)
Wash in detergent and warm water. (Do not do this indoors in the bathroom or
kitchen sink. The sediment will clog the drain.
Chemical Cleaning( Method A): 1) Cover crystals with fresh vinegar to remove the
carbonates: calcite, barite and lime. Allow to stand overnight and repeat if necessary. Wash well. 2) Place crystals in washing type ammonia for 8-12 hours. Remove
rinse, wipe and air dry.
Chemical cleaning (method B): 1) Heat distilled water in a Pyrex container. Dissolve
SPIC and Span to make a saturated solution. This is accomplished when no more
powder will dissolve. 2) Pour over crystals, heat to simmering temperature. Remove
from heat and allow to stand overnight. 3) Rinse. Transfer to oxalic solution. Follow
instructions on container. 4) Heat slowly and simmer until quartz is clear. Repeat if
necessary. (Caution: do not use a metal container.)(via Rock Trails 1993)
Great Stuff - But it Comes With a Warning—Bumble Bee Agate:
It’s very attractive material that’s found in Indonesia and mined from sulfur vents. Its composition is anhydrite (gypsum),
sulfur, and hematite in a matrix of volcanic tuff. The dealers in Tucson who were selling the material all warned that it
should be cut: •in a well ventilated place • wearing a respirator • with plenty of running water • washing your hands very
well after working the material. • polish the finished material, both front and back to seal it after cutting. Why all the precautions? Some tests have shown that this material contains traces of arsenic. Some specimens also show a mild trace of radioactivity. Please use caution...and if you’re examining a piece of rough, use precautions. If buying a finished cabochon, be
sure it’s polished on all surfaces. by Carolyn Weinberger (Gem Cutters Guild June 2014)

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3
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Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca

